TURNTABLE< STEREOAMPLIFIER/DACFIRSTTESTS

AcousticSignatureBarzetti I Turntable I RZf+Zg

theverybest
canchallenge
Barzetti
decl<
Acoustic Signature may be a new name to
many readers, and now this high-end
German brand is also available in South
Africa. The brand's new SA distributor,
Lowveld Audio, wants to make an impact.
With products like this, we think it has
a good chance.
This is a beautifully built tumtable that
oozes quality, ftom the black gloss finish on
its Somm-thick MDF plinth to the
immaculately machined aluminium platter.
The platter weighs in at 6kg, and sits on a
clever bearing that combines a hardened
steel shaft, carbide ball bearing and a
housing that uses 'sintered'bronze (a

USEITWITH
This turntable/armcombinationdoesn't
comewith a cartridgesowe usedGoldring's REiliAutomatic
excellent2400 - a movingmagnetdesign
for the
that workswell in the Regaarm.
people
Onceproperlysitedthe Acoustic
album
of
Signatureworksvery well. The deck'ssolid, Aclassic
top-quality
songs
designmeansit's simpleto
non-suspended
setup, and an electronicspeedchange
makesit easyto use.
playerwith a
It's a confident-sounding
output. Detaillevelsare
stable,large-scale
good,and the ability to staycomposedwith
musicasvariedand complexasHolst's
Mars and REM'sAutomaticfor thePeopleis
impressive.TheBarzettihaswide dynamic

material made from compacted powder),
and a material called Tidorfolon - an exotic

lirnits and the ability to deliveran
It's a
expansive,well-focusedsoundstage.
fine performer,but lacksjust a little finesse.
It can'tquite lock onto a fast-moving
rhythm trackwith total conviction,either.
Takeprice,build, finish and easeofuse
into accountand it's hard not to be impressed
by this tumtable.As an overallpaclGgeit's a
viablealtemativeto the classleaders.

Rating*****
wide
FORA composed,
stablepresentation;
dynamic
limits;buildandfinish;easeof use
justa littlesonicsubtlety
AGAINSTLacks
VERDICT
A fineperformer.
lt'slovelyto use
andbeautifullv
built- hearit

combination of teflon, titanium, ferrite and
vanadium. The point of all this clever
engineering is to make a low-noise bearing

Alsoconsider
Roksan
Radius
*****
R31590

that doesn't need oil.
Rega arm is a fine performer, too
The Barzetti is supplied with a Regaarm,
which is a standard choice at this price level
for good;eason: it's an excellent performer

n{ffi,KP

and great value, too.

ChordMaxxlAmp/DACI Rl295o

ChordIightsthewayforhi-fi'sfuture
If you like to pigeonhole kit, we suspect
Chord's Maxx will flummox you. At heart
it's a stereo power amp with a volume
control. That's simple enough, but things
don't end there. It's also a USB DAC with a
Bluetooth receiver. Combined with a
suitable laptop or smartphone and a pair of
decent quality speakers,the Maxx makes
for a cutting-edge high-tech stereo solution.
A power output of just 20 Watts per
channel suggests careful system matching
is a must if you want high volume levels.
And that's true to a certain extent, though
we managed to get decent levels even

uncompressed music files. The Apt-X
enabled Bluetooth connection sounds
almost as good as the USB input, though
lacks just a little of the former's dynamic
expression and transparency.
The power amplifier sounds just
like a baby Chord product should. It's
precise, massively detailed and
impressively agile. With music such as
Pl Hawey's Let England Sbake it shines
while still having the refinement and

USE lT WITH

finesseto makethe most of Elgar'sCello

EBAcoustic
EB,2

Concerto in E Minor Op.85.
It lacks only a bit of scale and authority
compared to the more conventional amps

Soeakers
thatdeliver
asound
wellbeyond
thenormfortheorice

available for similar money. But then again,
they don't pack this Chord's more advanced
- and incredibly useful - features.
If the changing face of stereo music
storage brings about interesting products
such as this Chord we're happy, particularly
when they're as good as the Maxx.

Rating*****

from relatively inefficient speakers such

FORAgile,detailedsound;Apt-XBluetooth

as ATC'sSCM 11s.

and DACability;excellentbuild
AGAINST The mandatory power supply costs

Small, but very able
The Maxx runs hot. It does this despite the
use of a somewhat noisy cooling fan and
plenty ofventilation. The heat is the side
effect of using conventional analogue
circuitry in a casebarely bigger than a
couple of packs ofplaying cards.

R250O;needscarefulspeakermatching;fan noise
VERDICTA forward-looking
amplifierpacl<ed
with features.A signof the hi-fito come?

Alsoconsider
Cyrus5XP
*****
R17900

The Chord's tiny size may lead some to
underestimate its sonic ability. That would
be a mistake. The on-board DAC is a good
one that delivers a bold and full-bodied

Our favouriteamp at
this priceis fully
equippedand caneven

sound from our Apple Macbook using

be bought with a DAC
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